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Abstract
The present article is the first part of a snapshot of macroseismology in Finland from the 1730s to
the 2000s. In the 1730s, more numerous and informative earthquake reports began to appear. Continuing
up until the early 1880s, these reports were often by-products of compilations of statistics and weather
conditions; afterwards, felt earthquake observations were the objective of specific macroseismic surveys.
During the Swedish era until 1808, earthquake reports are attributed to the developing press, the
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences and the Statistical Office. In the Grand Duchy of Finland, learned
societies collected data on different natural phenomena. In the Republic of Finland since 1917, the designing and use of macroseismic questionnaires shifted to the established seismological units.
The designing and dissemination of macroseismic questionnaires constitute the core of macroseismic surveys in Finland. This part focuses on the design. Seven generations of printed macroseismic
questionnaires are identified. The first questionnaire in 1882 was designed by a geologist. The secondgeneration questionnaire was produced by the Geological Commission. In the 1900s, the third-generation
questionnaire was owned by the Geographical Society of Finland, the fourth by the seismological station
of the University of Helsinki, the fifth by the Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory of the Finnish Academy
of Science and Letters, the sixth by the Department of Geophysics of the University of Oulu and the seventh of the Institute of Seismology of the University of Helsinki. At the turn of the 2000s the questionnaire
was placed on the Internet.
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Introduction

Macroseismology is defined as the study of any effects of earthquakes that are observable without instruments, such as felt by people, landslides, fissures, knocked-down
chimneys (Aki and Lee, 2003). Seismologists and civil engineers investigate and document the effects in the immediate aftermath of an earthquake. The macroseismic data
obtained make an important contribution to loss modelling by the communities.
Historical macroseismology studies various written documentary materials testifying of the effects of local and regional earthquakes in the past. Many important earthquakes were not captured by strong-motion instruments, but the effects were documented in writing. The textual and contextual information can be utilized in seismicity and
seismic-hazard analyses using the rigorous rules of historical research (e.g. Guidoboni
and Ebel, 2009). Ignoring the written materials would mean a significant loss of inforPublished by the Geophysical Society of Finland, Helsinki
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mation. The more extensive seismicity record covering the pre-instrumental era may be
helpful in the search for rare earthquakes that have no modern counterparts. In particular, there can be large earthquakes that occur far more seldom than small ones.
The accumulation of macroseismic documentation in a given country is constrained by the literary tradition and level of seismicity. In Finnish conditions, historical
macroseismic materials span a few hundred years and are in most cases related to nondamaging earthquakes. Macroseismic activities throughout centuries can be seen as part
of collective national heritage; the history of all branches of scientific pursuit should be
properly documented. Moreover, knowing how the data were collected leads to better
quality control. Also, understanding the circumstances that led to the accumulation and
collection of earthquake reports is helpful when assessing the completeness of the noninstrumental seismicity record (e.g. Stucchi et al., 2004). Knowledge of the level of data
completeness is a prerequisite for analysis of seismic hazard.
Simojoki (1978) reviewed geophysical activities conducted in Finland between
1828 and 1918. The monograph was part of a larger initiative covering several disciplines. Simojoki (1978) devoted two pages to seismology and managed to include preinstrumental data collection following Renqvist (1930a), placing emphasis on the seismological compilations in the latter half of the 1800s, as well as the initiative launched
to join international seismological monitoring in the early 1900s, and the establishment
of the first seismograph station in 1924. Vesanen (1952) described the Mainka seismograph in operation in Helsinki. Korhonen (1987) summarized sixty years of instrumental
seismology in Finland, and Pirhonen (1996) reviewed how the seismograph network
was improved over a seventy-year period. Detailed information on seismograph maintenance can be found in annual technical reports of the Institute of Seismology (e.g.
Teikari and Suvilinna, 1989, 1994). Markkanen (2000) focused on the beginning of the
seismograph station network and the discipline of seismology, and mentioned that the
published studies in the non-instrumental era were based on the earthquake data gathering efforts of the Geographical Society of Finland and the Finnish Society of Sciences
and Letters.
A special issue of the journal Geophysica in 2001 was dedicated to geophysics in
Finland during the 1900s. Luosto and Hyvönen (2001) reviewed research on earthquakes and Earth structure as well as development of seismological instrumentation in
the country. They gave credit to the descriptive earthquake catalogue of Renqvist
(1930a). They mentioned the macroseismic studies on the earthquakes of 10 April 1902
(Rosberg, 1904) and 1 August 1963 (Talvitie, 1971), and a summary of earthquake observations in the Finnish territory between 1904 and 1911 (Rosberg, 1912). Kozlovskaya
et al. (2016) discussed seismic instrumentation maintained at the Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory of the Finnish Academy of Science and Letters, since August 1997 of
the University of Oulu.
Thus, information on instrumental seismology in Finland is readily available from
several sources, whereas the non-instrumental part is covered less systematically. The
published articles on local and regional earthquakes in the 1800s and early 1900s have
been catalogued, but no previous comprehensive and consistent history of macroseis-
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mology is available. The two-page review of earlier works by Renqvist (1930a) has been
the master source reference. Mäntyniemi et al. (2004) reviewed the scope and practices
of macroseismology in northern Europe. They listed many published historical articles
in Fennoscandia and the Baltic countries, but did not provide detailed information on
any country. Mäntyniemi (2009, 2011, 2013) used literature, newspaper clippings and
archived documents to learn about data collection efforts in the 1700s and the first macroseismic questionnaires in Finland in the 1800s, but reported in Finnish. The present
study largely relies on these three works to describe macroseismic activities until the
end of the 1800s. The collected macroseismic materials, scattered in the archives and
storerooms in Helsinki, Oulu and Sodankylä, are the basis for the narrative of the 1900s.
Background information given in the annual reports of seismological units is also utilized.
The present work attempts to provide a snapshot of macroseismology in Finland
from the 1730s to the 2000s. In the 1730s, more numerous, systematic and informative
earthquake reports began to appear. Earlier reporting was very sporadic, and the writer
typically reported ground shaking at his place of residence. The Regia Academia
Aboensis in Turku (Fig. 1), at that time the only institution of higher education on Finnish territory, was getting over the stagnation caused by the Great Northern War between
1700 and 1721 and the Russian occupation of Finland from 1714 to 1721. Gustafsson
and Rydén (2010) regard the year of 1732 as an important turning point in Swedish
press history, after which newspapers and magazines made great strides. The Royal
Swedish Academy of Sciences was established in 1739 and started publishing its Proceedings. Empirical methods gradually became prevalent in scientific activities.
Systematic collection of information on earthquake effects constitutes the core of
macroseismology. Seismologists distribute questionnaires and conduct field studies following an earthquake to obtain a comprehensive view of its consequences. Thus, the
history of macroseismology in a given country is in essence concerned with the macroseismic surveys carried out at different times. This part of the snapshot focuses on the
design of macroseismic questionnaires in Finland. However, first the history of the press
is outlined (section 2). The newspaper press was not created to serve scientific purposes,
but it provides a very important means of communication. Contemporary newspaper
reports are valuable sources of information, especially for earthquakes for which no systematic macroseismic surveys were conducted. They may also augment the information
obtained using questionnaires. Appeals for earthquake observations can be distributed to
the general public with the help of newspapers. Section 3 describes the questionnaires,
and section 4 discusses how the collected macroseismic data benefit seismicity and
seismic-hazard analyses. The second part of the history of macroseismology in Finland
focuses on the dissemination of macroseismic questionnaires and their respondents.
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Fig. 1. Location of places mentioned in the text. Thin lines denote present-day national borders.

2

Features of the newspaper press in the different eras

This section outlines the development of the number, language and circulation of
newspapers as well as the geographical distribution of towns publishing newspapers
during the time period under study. Before domestic newspapers, Fennoscandian earthquakes were typically attested to by a single written source. Earthquake reporting bene-
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fitted from an increasing press, as several descriptions of one earthquake could be published. A drawback is that the identity of the reporter became more complicated to trace.
2.1

Newspaper press in the Kingdom of Sweden until 1809

The year 1645 marked the beginning of the press in the Kingdom of Sweden (including Finland), but for a long time the newspapers almost exclusively reported on foreign affairs. The year 1732 was a turning point, as the number of newspapers started to
increase and the quality of reporting improved. The 1730s were dominated by essay papers, some of them short-lived. However, the closing of some publications did not pose
a threat to the existing Swedish press (Gustafsson and Rydén, 2010). Local newspapers
began to be established outside the capital, Stockholm, in the 1750s. The first of them
were published in important towns in the south, such as Gothenburg, Karlskrona and
Norrköping. They sometimes included local news stories.
A landmark in the reporting of earthquake effects was the newspaper Inrikes Tidningar (“Domestic Papers”). The first issue on 26 November 1760 included the first editorial agenda of a Swedish newspaper. It consisted of ten items to be covered. The fifth
item is of particular interest for seismology. It included fortunate and unfortunate incidents to people, unusual weather affecting farming and other livelihoods, unbearable
cold or heat, flooding or lack of water or snow, fires and shipwrecks, effects of thunder,
hail and severe storms and whatever else noteworthy may occur in nature (“…samt
hwad mera märkwärdigt i Naturen förekomma kan”). Earthquakes were not specifically
mentioned, but attention was paid to a wide range of natural phenomena.
Many letters inspired by the fifth item of the agenda began to be sent from the
countryside to Inrikes Tidningar. For example, a report on local earthquake effects was
published on 9 March 1761. It originated from the town of Härnösand on the Gulf of
Bothnia where the earthquake was felt on 24 January. Many earthquake reports followed over the years.
Inrikes Tidningar held the leading position of domestic news coverage and also
managed to cover distant parts of the country in its reporting (Gustafsson and Rydén,
2010). In 1791, the Swedish Academy, established in 1786, became the sole owner and
publisher of the newspaper. Inrikes Tidningar was merged with Stockholms PostTidningar, the other newspaper of the Academy, in 1821.
Figure 2 shows the number of new publications in Stockholm and elsewhere in
the Kingdom of Sweden each decade between 1732 and 1809. Many newspaper titles
did not survive long. Limitations on the freedom of the press diminished the number of
publications after the age of Enlightenment came to an abrupt end in 1772.
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Fig. 2. The number of newly established publications in the Kingdom of Sweden (including present-day
Finland) per decade between 1732 and 1809. The solid line shows the number of publications in Stockholm and the dotted line publications elsewhere in the country. Data source: Gustafsson and Rydén (2010,
p. 33, 47).

2.2

Newspaper press in the Grand Duchy and Republic of Finland

As a consequence of the war of 1808−1809, the eastern part of the Kingdom of
Sweden, Finland, became an autonomous Grand Duchy under the Russian tsar. A transformation of the press in Finland began, because state affairs could no longer be published in Stockholm. A newspaper was established in Turku during the Swedish era in
1771, and Turku remained the only town publishing newspapers in Finland throughout
the 1810s. It was devastated by fire in 1827, which contributed to its losing the leading
position as a press town. Helsinki became the national capital in 1812 and gradually the
capital of the press as well. The university was moved to the new capital in 1828 and
was renamed the Imperial Alexander University.
The 1860s were the first flourishing decade for the Finnish-language press with 15
established titles (Stark, 2013). In the latter half of the 1800s, typical sources of earthquake reports were the columns Letters from the countryside and domestic news sections. The Letters columns served macroseismology well, because ground shaking provided something out of ordinary to report. The motivation of the writers was to inform
contemporaries and to tell them that no damage was sustained (Mäntyniemi et al.,
2011).
In the Republic of Finland, independent since 1917, the local press started to grow
significantly in the latter half of the 1920s (Aalto, 1985). A local newspaper has a circulation within one to two municipalities, or part of a municipality. The news desk was
often situated in the church village, and the publication threshold relatively low, so the
local press was almost tailored for observations of lesser ground tremors. However,
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large national newspapers could also cover interesting local news, contributed by correspondents.
Figure 3 illustrates how the numbers of Finnish- and Swedish-language newspapers and issues per week changed in the Grand Duchy and Republic of Finland until the
mid-1900s. Many newspaper titles were short-lived, but new ones were established.
Obviously, not all newspapers were equally likely to publish earthquake reports.

Fig. 3. The Finnish- and Swedish-language press in the Grand Duchy of Finland between 1810 and 1917 and in the Republic of Finland between 1917 and 1949. Solid
lines denote numbers of newspaper titles and dotted lines issues per week. Until 1840
the numbers are given for every five years, from then on for every year. Data sources:
Tommila (1988, p. 215) for the years 1810−1859, Landgren (1988, p. 282) for
1860−1889, Leino-Kaukiainen (1988, p. 445) for 1890−1905, Nygård (1987, p. 17) for
1906−1917, Salokangas (1987, p. 204, 205) for 1917−1939 and Perko (1988, p. 75) for
1940–1949.
Figure 4 shows the towns publishing newspapers that yielded initial accounts of
the earthquake of 5 November 1898 (local time) that was felt widely in northern Sweden and Finland (reproduced from Mäntyniemi, 2008). Initial accounts were published
in 21 newspapers in 13 towns. All newspapers inside the area of perceptibility as well as
some large national newspapers in the capitals and some regional newspapers published
them. The figure does not illustrate how the initial accounts were copied and repeated
from one newspaper to another.
3

History of the macroseismic questionnaire

This section focuses on systematic macroseismic data collection involving an authority and/or a questionnaire format. The investigated time interval can be divided into
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two parts: earthquake reports that appeared as by-products of statistics compilations and
natural scientific observations until the 1880s, and, from then on, earthquake reports
that were the objective of specific macroseismic surveys.

Fig. 4. Towns that published newspapers in Finland and northern Sweden at the end of 1898. The blue
circles denote towns where newspapers published initial accounts of the earthquake of 5 November 1898
(local time), and the red circles denote towns where newspapers did not publish them. The area of perceptibility according to Moberg (1901) is shown. The solid lines are present borders, and the dashed lines
indicate borders at the time of the earthquake. The figure does not illustrate how the initial accounts were
copied and repeated from one newspaper to another. Reproduced from Mäntyniemi (2008).

3.1

Early systematic data gathering efforts

The law on the church enacted in 1686 by the Swedish parliament (Riksdagen)
provided that rare incidents taking place in the parishes should be included in the annual
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bookkeeping. Vicars were obliged to attend to the reporting. The requirement was particularly beneficial to seismology in the following century, when the Statistical Office
(Tabellverket, a predecessor of Statistics Sweden) was established in 1749. The first
version of a questionnaire format was introduced shortly thereafter, and included an
item for unusual natural phenomena. Sidenbladh (1908) found over one hundred notifications of earthquakes among the information obtained with the help of the questionnaire in Sweden, including Finland, from 1749 to 1801 and in Sweden from 1821 to
1859.
The Royal Finnish Economic Society (Kungliga Finska Hushållningssällskapet)
was established in Turku in 1797. Renqvist (1930b) vividly described the Society’s secretary Carl Christian Böcker (1786–1841) and his attempts to collect useful information
about the Finnish territory. He designed a questionnaire having a total of 361 items to be
covered; among them was also a question about observed earthquakes (Renqvist,
1930a). The questionnaire was distributed to the bailiffs in different parts of the country
in October 1834. The ambitious survey did not proceed as planned, and no usable seismological results were obtained.
The Finnish Society of Sciences and Letters (Societas Scientiarum Fennica) was
established in 1838. In the 1840s it organized an observational network to collect information on different geophysical phenomena such as weather, Earth magnetism, the aurora borealis and changes in sea levels (Markkanen, 2000). The responses contained information on other natural phenomena as well: A. Moberg (1855) extracted several notifications of earthquakes between 1842 and 1850 from the collected documentation.
3.2

Introduction and established use of macroseismic questionnaires

The macroseismic questionnaires in use in Finland from 1882 until the beginning
of the 2000s are reviewed. The questionnaire designs are grouped into distinct generations according to the responsible institute. The generations do not cover equal time periods, and may include different modifications of the design. They may be successive or
in parallel with each other. The institutes have both material and immaterial ownership
of the macroseismic surveys they conducted.
3.2.1. Geologists in the service of macroseismology
The beginning of systematic macroseismic surveys in Finland can understandably
be attributed to strong earthquakes. Two earthquakes were felt widely at the northern
end of the Gulf of Bothnia on 15 and 23 June 1882. They came as surprises in the province of Ostrobothnia, and were for a time suspected to be unprecedented events.
The earthquakes inspired geologist Hjalmar Gylling (1858–1889) to collect firsthand observations using a macroseismic questionnaire. Gylling acted on his own initiative, and may or may have not been aware of the efforts of the Geological Society of
Sweden to intensify the collecting of information on earthquake effects in that country.
An appeal for more data collection was published in the Swedish press at the beginning
of the year (Mäntyniemi and Wahlström, 2013).
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The questionnaire Gylling designed included four items (Fig. A1 in the Appendix). Gylling emphasized describing in detail the sensation of shaking and roaring (item
I). He wanted to estimate the strength of the events on the basis of the effects observed
(item II), which corresponds to the idea of macroseismic intensity (see Discussion). The
duration of the phenomenon was inquired about, and it was urged that the clock used be
compared with the one in the town square or telegraph office (item III). Particular characteristics of cracks and fallen objects, as well as the swinging of lamps and similar objects, were seen as indicative of the direction of the ground movement (item IV).
Swedish terminology existed at the time, but Hjalmar Gylling had to create translations into Finnish to have the questionnaire in both languages. The two versions were
not entirely alike. He asked newspaper editors to find space for the survey, and in August 1882 the questionnaire was printed in six Finnish- and eight Swedish-language
newspapers (listed by Mäntyniemi, 2009). The respondents could send their reports to
Gylling in Helsinki postage free. Gylling also had questionnaires printed, and distributed them to affected areas. With a few dozen replies the survey could be considered a
success.
The second-generation questionnaire is linked to the first in terms of responsible
persons. It is attributed to the Geological Commission, established in 1885 (a predecessor of the Geological Survey of Finland), when its first director Karl Adolf Moberg was
in charge of macroseismology. He had a personal interest in the matter, even a sense of
duty: his father Adolf Moberg had prepared a list of earthquakes in Finland between
1842 and 1850 (A. Moberg, 1855; section 3.1), and geologist Hjalmar Gylling was an
employee of the Geological Commission for about four years before passing away early
in life. Director Moberg completed a publication on the 1882 earthquakes using the data
collected by Gylling (K.A. Moberg, 1891). He was also keen to follow geological activities in Scandinavia and wanted the Geological Commission to systematically collect information on earthquake occurrences in Finland, because similar work had been undertaken in neighbouring Sweden and Norway. The ultimate aim was to gain insight into
the reasons behind earthquake occurrences in the north (Fig. A2).
The design of the second-generation questionnaire was influenced by its Swedish
counterpart (described by Svedmark, 1889). The Swedish questionnaire included fourteen questions, but Moberg grouped the items differently and ended up with seven. The
first four questions dealing with background information were identical to the Swedish
ones. The first question concerned the time of observation and its accuracy, the second
concerned the province, municipality, village and house where the observation was
made, the third asked about the more specific location of the respondent (outdoors or
indoors, which floor of the building), and the fourth was a geological addition about the
type of soil at the site.
The fifth question concerned the character and duration of the tremor, the number
of jolts felt and ground movement direction. The sixth question concerned effects, such
as the swinging of objects, pendulums stalling, ground fissures, wall cracks and their
direction, and other damage. The seventh question addressed the roar accompanying the
tremor. The questionnaire was bilingual. It was successfully used after the earthquake
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felt widely in northern Finland and Sweden in the early hours of 5 November 1898 local
time (K.A. Moberg, 1861, 1898, 1901). Macroseismology at the Geological Commission came to an end in 1901 when Karl Adolf Moberg passed away.
3.2.2 Macroseismic efforts of the Geographical Society of Finland
The Geographical Society of Finland became the next organization responsible for
collecting reports of local and regional earthquakes. In 1891, the Senate had exempted
the Society from postage to facilitate the collection of information on natural phenomena using questionnaires (Letter 28.10.1891/35). A decision of the Council in 1921 continued the practice (29.6.1921/191). The Geographical Society of Finland used questionnaires to collect information on a wide range of phenomena, among others the
thickness of snow and frequency of frost, so macroseismic surveys fit well.
The questionnaire of the Geographical Society of Finland defines the third generation. The questionnaire typically consisted of one sheet in either Finnish or Swedish that
was folded twice before mailing, but there was also a small stock of two-sheet bilingual
questionnaires. The content of the questionnaire was copied from that of the Geological
Commission, thus the first version included seven questions. The content was changed
once: the second version included eight questions. The eighth question asked about anything else related to the occurrence. Also, the sixth question was lengthened to obtain a
wider range of earthquake effects noticed (Fig. A3). It also asked about people awakened or frightened by the earthquake. The additions made sense, because seismologists
need many effects to infer the strength of the ground shaking.
The second version of the questionnaire probably dates from the early 1930s. Both
versions were used to collect felt-observations of the earthquakes in central Finland on
16 November 1931. The second version was used more widely: 55.6% of the confirmative observations available for the main shock and 50.5% of those for the aftershock
were obtained with it, whereas the respective proportions for the shorter version were
20.0% and 29.3%. Other sources of observations were free-form letters, interviews and
the newspaper press (Mäntyniemi, 2004). The survey was part of diligent data collection: the Finnish seismicity record includes more earthquakes in the 1930s than in any
previous decade.
The Finnish Post and Telecommunications Administration withdrew the Geographical Society’s postage exemption at the beginning of 1943 (Ölander, 1943). However, one macroseismic survey was carried out postage-free in 1946. The supply of
third-generation questionnaires was exhausted mainly during the 1950s by the seismological institutes, but some sheets can be found among the macroseismic questionnaire
collections from the early 1960s.
3.2.3 Macroseismology at the seismological stations in Helsinki and Sodankylä
Macroseismic activities were reorganized between 1954 and 1957. It was decided
that the seismological station of the University of Helsinki and occasionally the station
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at Sodankylä should collect felt observations of earthquakes (Vesanen, 1957). There
was no new questionnaire at first.
The Ranua earthquakes of 24 December 1956 provide an example of the cooperation between the two stations. The director at Sodankylä had an appeal for observations published in the northern newspapers Kaleva, Lapin Kansa, Pohjois-Suomi and
Pohjolan Sanomat on 28 December. Many respondents wrote their observations on ordinary sheets of paper fully free-form, or following the numbered questions published in
Pohjolan Sanomat. A few dozen copies of the remaining third-generation questionnaires
were used as well. One school class followed the format of the questionnaire sent to the
teacher. The obtained documents were forwarded from Sodankylä to Helsinki for analysis (Porkka and Vesanen, 1958).
The fourth-generation questionnaire was designed at the seismological station in
Helsinki possibly at the end of the 1950s. It was also in use in Sodankylä, where two
earthquakes were felt on 2 and 20 February 1960, and A. Kataja (1961) carried out the
macroseismic surveys. The new questionnaire included thirteen questions (Fig. A4).
The first four questions resembled generations two and three (time and place of the observation), and questions five to eight were concerned with the sensations of tremor and
sound. Question nine focused on the effects on people. New aspects were if the phenomenon was noticed by many persons and if the observers were stationary or moving.
Also, the behaviour of animals was included. Questions ten to twelve were concerned
with effects on objects and the environment, including the rattling of windowpanes and
dishes. The last question was about anything else related to the occurrence, such as light
phenomena. The older generations of questionnaires had been composed of open-ended
questions, but now multiple choices were provided for the soil type (question 4): it
could be underlined on a list of alternatives.
The fourth-generation questionnaire did not remain in solitary use for long, because the seismological station in Sodankylä began to use its own questionnaire. The
Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory (SGO) is situated about 5 km south of the village
of Sodankylä on the eastern bank of the river Kitinen in Lapland (Fig. 1). It was owned
by the Finnish Academy of Science and Letters, which was founded in 1908 to provide
support to Finnish-speaking researchers. The seismological observatory practice at the
SGO dates back to the International Geophysical Year of 1957−1958. Seismograph
maintenance began at the end of 1956, and the seismological station was officially established in 1960 (A. Kataja, 1962). However, geophysical work had commenced there
already at the turn of 1914 (Halila, 1987; E. Kataja, 1999).
The macroseismic questionnaires of the SGO constitute the fifth generation. They
were in use from the mid-1960s to the early 1990s. The first version comprised seven
questions on one page (Fig. A5a). It had a new type of design with boxes to tick, but the
seventh question about the earthquake effects was open-ended. More attention was paid
to the number of observers and level of being frightened by the event. The second version in the 1970s comprised eighteen questions on two pages (Fig. A5b). The change in
the number of questions resulted mainly from numbering each item separately instead of
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grouping several items into one question. The two versions were also in use in parallel
with each other.
3.2.4 From three units to one
Up to three institutes were involved with macroseismology at the same time. Data
were collected provincially (Korhonen and Talvitie, 1964), and many earthquakes were
analysed in co-operation with seismologists from the different units (e.g. A. Kataja et
al., 1968). The Geophysical Section (later Department) of the Department of Physics of
the University of Oulu, established in 1959, was also involved in the study of seismology. A specific questionnaire was prepared there following an accidental explosion of up
to 10 tonnes of ammonium nitrate in the town centre on 9 January 1963. The shock
wave broke a high number of windowpanes and otherwise damaged buildings.
The sixth generation of printed questionnaires was owned by the University of
Oulu. The macroseismic questionnaire comprised eight questions on one page (Fig.
A6a). The respondent could tick the suitable alternatives on lines. The questionnaire
bore a resemblance to the concurrent questionnaire of the SGO (Fig. A5a), but the effects on objects were judged to warrant a separate question (number 7). It included rattling of windowpanes, china and glassware as well as creaking of walls, floors and ceilings.
It is understandable that the three seismological units preferred to use uniform
questionnaires. There was little new in the content of the new design in the 1970s; the
only addition was the type of construction of the building in which the observation was
made. The number of questions increased, because many items were treated as separate
questions instead of grouping them together. Both the SGO and University of Oulu
shifted to the longer questionnaire (Figs. A5b, A6b). The number of questions ranged
between 14 and 16. For example, a question about possible recollections of earlier
earthquakes was added to the questionnaire in Oulu. The Institute of Seismology of the
University of Helsinki used this questionnaire, for example, in the macroseismic survey
following the Lappajärvi earthquake in western Finland on 17 February 1979 (Fig.
A7a).
The seventh generation of printed questionnaires had the ownership of the Institute of Seismology of the University of Helsinki, which succeeded the seismological
station in 1961. The questionnaire stems from the 1980s and included forty-four questions (Fig. A7b). Macroseismic activities came to an end in Oulu in the mid-1980s,
which may have had an influence on the new questionnaire. The beginning of the new
design was divided in three parts to define the location of observation, type and age of
building, and soil type at the site. The fourth part included detailed questions about the
observations, and answers could be ticked “yes” or “no” (Fig. A7b). Some of the questions were written differently over the years. The seventh-generation questionnaire was
in use almost until the end of the millennium. Macroseismology at the SGO concluded
in the early 1990s, so the Institute of Seismology became the only unit responsible for
these activities in the country. Observations collected between 1991 and 1997 were pub-
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lished in a macroseismic bulletin that also included the last macroseismic surveys of the
SGO (Mäntyniemi and Mustila, 1998).
A revision of the questionnaire was considered necessary in 1998. The European
Macroseismic Scale (EMS98) had been in preparation under the auspices of the European Seismological Commission, and was finally published (Grünthal, 1998). The new
questionnaire aimed at assessing intensity on the EMS98; therefore, classification factors of the different intensity degrees were emphasized. The focus was on the effects of
an earthquake on people and objects (Fig. A8). The questionnaire was in Finnish and
Swedish. A new era began at the turn of the 2000s when the questionnaire was placed
on the Internet. Prints were distributed after the Kuusamo earthquake of 15 September
2000, but gradually the arena for macroseismic surveys shifted entirely to the Internet.
Traditional macroseismic surveys and manual processing of observations into maps and
earthquake parameters can be time-consuming. Rapid collection and processing of macroseismic observations were becoming a priority by the end of the millennium because
of electronic media (e.g. Wald et al., 1999).
4

Discussion

Information on earthquakes in a given region can typically be found in the respective Parametric Earthquake Catalogue (PEC). The PEC entries include the determined
earthquake parameters, such as origin time, location coordinates and earthquake size
(magnitude). The end users of PECs may be unaware that determining parameters for
earthquakes stemming from the non-instrumental and instrumental eras entail entirely
different procedures.
For historical earthquakes, (macro)seismic intensity values are estimated on the
basis of documented evidence, and the earthquake parameters are determined using intensity data. The intensities are integers that summarize the effects of a given earthquake observed in different places – the bigger the integer, the more severe the consequences. Intensities are not true numerical data with well-defined properties, which
suggests that they can be taken to be ordinal (e.g. Mäntyniemi et al., 2014). Any intensity degree subsumes all degrees beneath it in the hierarchy, and the hierarchy between
the levels of an ordinal variable makes it possible to construct an intensity scale. It is a
yardstick for classifying the entire range of earthquake effects. They typically have
about ten levels. A brief history of intensity scales can be found in Musson (2002).
The intensity in a given place is estimated by comparing the actual observations
with the criteria for the degrees according to an intensity scale and trying to find a good
match between them. Critical textual analysis is needed to extract the relevant earthquake effects from the documentation (such as letters, official compilations, newspaper
clippings, macroseismic questionnaires). The seismic intensity does not follow from an
instrumental measurement, which may be a reason for the rather pervasive claim of its
subjectivity. However, a given earthquake has only one total effect on a given place.
The intensity may remain uncertain, if the available documentary material is sparse and
lacks detail. For example, it is difficult to infer the strength of ground shaking if the
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seismic vulnerability of the damaged structures is unknown. Musson (1998) defined the
uncertainty of intensity as a measure of how well the data fit the scale, and the quality of
an intensity assigned to a historical earthquake as the degree of its correctness. Knowing
how the data were collected leads to better quality control of the estimated intensities.
The area of perceptibility of an earthquake can be constructed on the basis of a
good geographical distribution of intensity assignments. Its logarithm is related to the
magnitude. This is one reason behind the success of magnitude as a measure of earthquake size: it provides a way to quantify past earthquakes. Pre-instrumental magnitudes
are based on macroseismic data, and they can be improved by calibrating them against
instrumental magnitudes for which the corresponding areas of perceptibility are known.
They are important inputs for seismicity and seismic-hazard analyses. More information
on the determination of earthquake parameters using seismic intensities can be found in
Bakun and Wentworth (1997, 1999) and Gasperini et al. (2010), among others. The
steps in using the felt-earthquake observations collected on the Internet are similar, except that the manual work of times past has been replaced by algorithms and high-speed
computers. It is obviously an advantage to be able to rapidly show where an earthquake
was felt and caused damage.
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The questionnaire designed by geologist Hjalmar Gylling in 1882

Because of the earthquake in western Finland at the end of last June I would like
to, in order to obtain a more detailed compilation and possibly a scientific study of its
manifestations, turn to the respected general public in the affected localities, request for
notifications about it. The circumstances the respondent should mainly pay attention to
are as follows:
I.

The form of the phenomenon

a) The character of the quake: were sudden separate knocks observed, or did the
phenomenon manifest itself as even shaking or trembling, or did the ground
movement possibly feel as wavelike heaving?
b) The character of the roar: What could it best be compared to? (Is the site where
the observation was made located on rock or a massive layer of soil?) Was the
roar heard equally loudly during the quake? Were the roar and quake simultaneous or not?
II.

The strength of the phenomenon

Were there any occurrences that would help to infer this aspect? Did, for example,
objects tip over or were they shifted, was any damage sustained or did an accident occur?
III.

The duration of the phenomenon

is to be given in minutes and seconds with a careful consideration about the onset of the
earthquake. (In order to have reliable timings, it would be necessary to compare the
clock in the closest town or railway or telegraph station. The day of earthquake occurrence should understandably be given as well.)
IV.

The direction of the movement

is estimated on the basis of the direction in which objects tipped over, cracks appeared,
the pendulums of clocks were oriented before stopping, lamps and chandeliers swung.
Even the smallest notification throwing light on the interesting phenomenon will
be received with gratitude.
Hjalmar Gylling, MSc, address: Helsinki
P. S. The letters can be sent without postage.
[Note. The Finnish and Swedish questionnaires designed by Hjalmar Gylling were
not phrased entirely identically. The translation combines the two versions.]
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2.
The macroseismic questionnaire of the Geological
Commission in the 1890s
Earthquakes occurring in Scandinavia and Finland are worthy of
special attention, because it cannot be assumed that they are
caused by volcanic forces. Therefore in recent times close examination has began to be given them
in Sweden and Norway. Also the
Geological Commission in HelA 2b
sinki wants to begin to systematically collect observations about
earthquakes in Finland, and therefore approaches the general public, kindly encouraging it to send notifications of these
phenomena, when one of them has occurred, according to the following formula:
1. On which day, hour, minute, second did the earthquake happen? – Did your clock
show right then? – It is desirable that the clock should be compared in the nearest town
or at the nearest railway or telegram station.
2. In which province, town, municipality, village or house was the observation made?
3. Was the observation made outdoors or in a room, and in that case on which floor?
4. What is the soil like at the site where the observation was made? – Compact soil,
sand, clay, or mud? Was the observation made on a lake?
5. Were separate quakes noticed, or even shaking, or wavelike heaving? If separate
quakes were noticed, how long was the interval between them? How long did the whole
quake last and from which direction did the movement seem to come?
6. Did hanging objects begin to swing or did any pendulum clock stop? In which direction is the wall where the objects were hung? Did stoves or the ground crack, and in
which direction? Did any damage occur in one way or another?
7. Was any roar heard and what did it sound like? How long did it last and from which
direction did it seem to come? Were the roar and quake simultaneous or not?
The Commission is grateful for the smallest piece of information that may throw light
on the phenomenon. Letters duly signed by the name, occupation and address can be
sent postage-free to the address: The Geological Commission, Helsinki.
K. Ad. Moberg
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3. The macroseismic questionnaire of the Geographical Society of Finland since the
1930s
Because of the earthquake of < date > in < place > the Geographical Society of Finland respectfully asks for notices of it according to the following formula:
1. On which day, hour, minute did the earthquake happen? – Did your clock show right
then?
2. In which province, town, municipality, village or house was the observation made?
3. Was the observation made outdoors or indoors, and in that case on which floor?
4. What is the soil like at the site where the observation was made? Compact soil, gravel, sand, clay or mud? Was the observation made on a lake?
5. Were separate quakes noticed, or even shaking, or wavelike heaving? If separate
quakes were noticed, how long was the interval between them? How long did the whole
quake last and from which direction did the movement seem to come?
6. Did hanging objects begin to swing or did any pendulum clock stop? In which direction is the wall where the objects were hung? Did windows rattle, doors swing open,
was vibration or spilling of liquids from containers noticed, did plaster fall from the
chimney stack, was furniture shifted, did stoves or the ground crack, and in which direction? Were sleeping people largely awakened by the quake? Frightened? Did any damage occur in one way or another?
7. Was any roar heard and what did it sound like? How long did it last and from which
direction did it seem to come? Were the roar and the quake simultaneous or not? Were
many separate thuds heard?
8. Was anything else related to the quake noticed?
The Society is grateful for the smallest piece of information that may throw light on the
phenomenon, even if it was not noticed at all in your locality. – The name, occupation
and address [of the respondent] is to be entered below and the questionnaire returned
postage-free to the Geographical Society of Finland, to Helsinki.
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4. The macroseismic questionnaire of the seismological station in Helsinki at the
turn of the 1960s
The Seismological station of the University of Helsinki respectfully asks for notifications of the earthquake occurrence according to the following formula:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

10)

11)
12)
13)

When was the phenomenon observed? _____/_____ 19_____ at ______ o’clock
Place of observation (as accurately as possible).
Was the observation made outdoors or indoors? In a timber or stone building?
Which floor?
Type of ground at the observation site (underline): rock, gravel, sand, clay, other
soft soil? Was the observation made on a lake?
Was one or more than one shock noticed? How long did they last? How long was
the interval between them?
Were sound phenomena observed? Were they simultaneous with the shaking?
How long did they last?
Did the tremor or sound seem to come from a specific direction? From where?
What did the tremor or sound resemble? E.g. wind or storm? Car, truck, tractor,
snowplough passing by? Chimney fire or fire? Something else?
Did many persons notice the phenomenon? Were the observers stationary or moving? Was the phenomenon frightening? Were sleeping people awakened? How
did animals react?
Did windows, dishes etc. rattle? Did lamps, pictures on the walls etc. swing?
Were objects shifted or did they fall down? What size were they? Did water vibrate or spill from containers?
Did doors swing open? Was wallpaper torn? Did plaster etc. fall? Were stoves or
firewalls cracked? Was other damage to buildings sustained? What kind?
Did snow or frost fall from trees or electric or telephone lines etc.? Was ice on
lakes cracked?
Was anything else unusual noticed? Light phenomena?

Name and occupation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Additional information can be given on the reverse side, if necessary. – We are grateful
for the smallest pieces of information throwing light on the phenomenon, also if it was
not noticed in your locality.
PTO
[The reverse side was left blank for possible additional information.]
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5. a) The macroseismic questionnaire of the Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory
in the 1960s
The Geophysical Observatory of the Finnish Academy of Science and Letters kindly
asks for notifications of the earthquake of <date>. The information can be returned in
the enclosed envelope postage-free. Please fill in this questionnaire also in the case that
nothing unusual was observed.
1. Time of observation: <month, day, year>, at .................. o’clock
2. Place of observation: municipality .................................., village .................................
house (or other description of the site) ........................................
3. Type of ground where the observation was made: rock
4. The observation was made: outdoors

, loose soil

, swamp

, in a wooden building , in a stone building
On which floor? ……………………………

5. The phenomenon was noticed by: only the respondent

, only a few

, many

,

everybody living about
The observers were: asleep

, awake

stationary

, moving

The observation: was not frightening
6. What was observed: tremor

, was slightly frightening

, was very frightening

, roar phenomena
, separate jolts , wavelike , other

The tremor was: continuous
The duration of the tremor ………….., intervals between the jolts …………………..
The sound resembled: wind or storm
thunder

, motor vehicle , fire or chimney fire ,

, other . What? ……………..

7. Did anything else occur? (Was damage to buildings sustained? What kind? Were objects shifted or did they fall down? Which ones? Did snow fall from the trees, roofs,
etc.? How did domestic animals react?)
…………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………
Name of the observer……………………………
address…………………………….
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5. b) The macroseismic questionnaire of the Sodankylä Geophysical Observatory
in the 1970s
FINNISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCE AND LETTERS
GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY
99600 SODANKYLÄ
Tel. 9693-12226
The Geophysical Observatory of the Finnish Academy of Science and Letters is collecting information about the earthquake of <day> <month> 19____ and kindly asks to fill
in this questionnaire and return it in the enclosed envelope. No postage is needed.
Please reply to questions 1−5 also in the case that nothing unusual was observed (underline the suitable alternative of questions 3−16).
1. Location of the observation site:
__________________ ____________________ ____________________
municipality
village
house
A more detailed description of the place (such as the distance to a crossroads or another
target easily found on a map):
______________________________________________________________________
2. Time by the clock: ___________________________________________________
3. The earthquake was noticed. / Nothing unusual was noticed.
4. The observer was: outdoors, in a stone building, in a wooden building
On which floor? __________________
5. The observer was: asleep, awake and stationary, walking, riding a bicycle, driving a
vehicle _____________________________________________________________
6. The phenomenon was noticed by: only the respondent, only a few, many others,
everybody living about ________________________________________________
7. The soil at the site of observation: rock, compact soil, gravel, sand, clay, swamp,
___________________________________________________________________
Thickness of the soil layer (if known): ____________________________________
8. The observation was: not frightening / slightly frightening / very frightening
9. What was observed: tremor, roar phenomena, other. What?____________________
10. The tremor was: a thump, continuous shaking, wavelike shaking, separate jolts,
how many?______________
Intervals between the jolts________________ The duration of the entire tremor
_____________________________________
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11. The tremor was fast / slow swinging.
12. From which direction did the shaking seem to come? ________________________
13. The sound resembled: wind soughing, thunder, roar of a storm, soughing of an oil
heater or similar, a light vehicle, truck or other heavy vehicle passing by, jet plane,
motor vehicles colliding, something else. What?
___________________________________________________________________
14. Observations in a building at the time of the event: windows rattled, lamps swung,
walls, floors, ceilings creaked, doors opened and/or shut, china and glassware rattled, paintings, mirrors and other objects hanging on the walls swung. In which direction? ___________________________________________________________
Objects were shifted, tipped over, fell, broke. What? ________________________
___________________________________________________________________
15. Observed building damage: Cracks in chimneystacks, firewall, walls, pieces of plaster fell. Other damages: ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
16. Other observations: water spilled from containers, snow fell from the trees, roofs or
ice was cracked. Anything else: ________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
17. Did domestic or pet animals behave in an unusual way?
How? _____________________________________________________________
18. Additional information: _______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The respondent: Name ________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________
Telephone ____________________________________________
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6. a) The macroseismic questionnaire of the University of Oulu in the 1960s
The Seismological laboratory of the Department of Physics, University of Oulu, respectfully asks for notifications of the earthquake of ______ <month> ______<day>
year 19____. Please tick the appropriate line below. It is requested to answer the first
four questions even if nothing unusual was observed.
1. _____month _____ day, ______hour, _______minute
2. Municipality ___________________, village _______________________
The sound resembled:
3. Ground type at the site:
wind soughing
_________
rock
_________
a light vehicle
_________
loose soil
_________
chimney
fire
_________
swamp
_________
another sound
_________
thickness of layer _________
roar
of
storm
_________
type of loose soil _________
a truck
_________
thunder
_________
4. The observation was made:
what
?
_________
outdoors
_________
The tremor, sound came from
in a stone building _________
direction
_________
in a wooden building _________
on which floor
_________
7. Windows rattled
_________
lamps swung
_________
5. The phenomenon was noticed:
walls, floors, ceilings creaked
only by the respondent ________
_________
by many others
_________
doors opened and shut
only by a few
_________
_________
by everyone about
_________
china and glassware rattled
The observers were:
_________
asleep
_________
paintings, mirrors etc. swung
awake
_________
_________
stationary
_________
Objects were shifted _________
moving
_________
tipped over _________
The observation was not frightening
were broken _________
_________
fell
_________
was slightly frightening _________
What?
_________
was very frightening _________
6. Type of observation:
tremor
_________
sound
__________
The tremor was:
continuous
__________
undulating
__________
separate jolts
__________
other
__________
Duration of the tremor was _______
seconds
The intervals between the jolts were
_______, hours, min., seconds

8. Additional observations (snow falling from
the roofs etc., water vibrating, clocks altered, building damage, etc.)
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
Name of the observer: ______________
Address: ________________________
Telephone:_______________________
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6. b) The macroseismic questionnaire of the University of Oulu in the 1970s
DEPARTMENT OF GEOPHYSICS
University of Oulu
The Department of Geophysics, University of Oulu respectfully asks for notifications of
the earthquake in <place> in <year> <month> <day> at about <time> o’clock. Please
use the questionnaire below. It is requested to fill in items 1–5 even if nothing unusual
was observed. (Underline the suitable alternative of items 3–13).

1. Location of the observation site:
Municipality ______________ Village ________________ House _______________
A more detailed description of the place: _____________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
2. Time:
<year> <month> <day> at ________ o’clock
3. The earthquake was noticed.
Nothing unusual was noticed.
4. The observer was:
outdoors, in a stone building, in a wooden building, on which floor? ___________
5. The observer was:
asleep , awake and stationary, walking, riding a bicycle, driving a vehicle.
6. The phenomenon was noticed by:
only the respondent , only a few, many others, everybody about
7. The ground type at the observation site is:
rock, compact soil, gravel, sand, clay, swamp
The thickness of the soil layer? _______________
8. The observation was not frightening , slightly frightening , very frightening.
9. What was observed: tremor, roar phenomena
10. The tremor was:
continuous, undulating, separate jolts, how many? ______ , intervals between the jolts
______, duration of the tremor ___________

PTO!
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11. From which direction did the sound come?
___________________________________
12. The sound resembled:
wind soughing, thunder, chimney fire, oil heater, roar of storm, light vehicle, heavy
truck passing by, colliding motor vehicles, another sound. What? ______________
___________________________________________________________________
13. Observations in a building:
windows rattled, lamps swung, walls, floors, ceilings creaked, doors opened and
shut, china and glassware rattled, paintings, mirrors and other objects hanging on
the walls swung.
Objects were shifted, tipped over, fell down, broke. What?____________________
___________________________________________________________________
14. Other observations such as:
vibration of water surface, snow falling from the roof, pendulum clocks altered,
cracks in masonry ____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
How did domestic animals behave? ______________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
15. Additional information related to the observation:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
The information was given by:
name: ___________________________
address: _________________________
Note: Please return the questionnaire in the enclosed envelope.
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7. a) The questionnaire of the 1970s at the Institute of Seismology, University of
Helsinki
The Institute of Seismology, University of Helsinki, respectfully asks for notifications
of the earthquakes in the province of OSTROBOTHNIA
on 17 February 1979 at 19.31 and 19.41 o’clock.
Please fill in the questionnaire below. It is requested to fill in items 1−5 even if nothing
unusual was observed. (Underline the suitable alternative of items 3−13).
1.

Location of the observation site:
__________________ ____________________ ____________________
municipality
village
house
A more detailed description of the place (such as the distance to a crossroads or another target easily found on a map): ______________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

2.

Time: ________ o’clock

3.

The earthquake was noticed. / Nothing unusual was noticed.

4.

The observer was:
outdoors, in a stone building, in a wooden building, on which floor? ____________

5.

The observer was: asleep , awake and stationary, walking, riding a bicycle, driving
a vehicle, ____________

6.

The phenomenon was noticed by: only the respondent , only a few, many others,
everybody about, _____________________________

7.

The ground type at the observation site is: rock, compact soil, gravel, sand, clay,
swamp, _________________
The thickness of the soil layer? _______________

8.

The observation was not frightening / slightly frightening / very frightening.

9.

What was observed: tremor , roar phenomena, ________________________

10. The tremor was: continuous, undulating, separate jolts – how many? ______ ,
intervals between the jolts _________, duration of the tremor _________________
11. From which direction did the tremor come? _________________
12. The sound resembled: wind soughing, thunder, chimney fire, oil heater, roar of
storm, a light vehicle, a heavy truck passing by, colliding motor vehicle, another
sound, what? ____________________________________________
13. Observations in a building, such as: windows rattled, lamps swung, walls, floors,
ceilings creaked, doors opened and/or shut, hanging objects swung, china and
glassware rattled, a pendulum clock made a sound or stopped, paintings, mirrors
and other objects hanging on the walls swung. In which direction?
_______________________________
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Objects were shifted, tipped over, fell down, broke.
What?_______________________
___________________________________________________________________
14. Effects on buildings: small cracks in: plaster, fire wall, chimney stack or other
structures, pieces of plaster fell. Other damages? ____________________________
___________________________________________________________________
15. Other observations such as: spilling of water, snow falling from the roof, cracks in
the ground, ice or snow, the behavior of domestic animals and other related information
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Note: Please return the questionnaire in the enclosed envelope. Postage-free
The respondent:
name ___________________________
address _________________________
tel. _____________________________
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7. b) The questionnaire of the Institute of Seismology, University of Helsinki from
the 1980s to 1998
The INSTITUTE OF SEISMOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF HELSINKI, respectfully asks for notifications of the earthquake in …..<place>….. on ….<day> …..<month> 19……. Please fill in
this questionnaire. It is requested to fill in items A, B, C and question 1 of item D even if nothing unusual was observed. Most answers are of type yes or no and are indicated by ticking the
appropriate box (box on the left: yes, on the right: no).
A. Location of the observation site:
............................................ ......................................... .........................................
town / municipality
district / village
street address / house
A more detailed description of the place, such as the distance to a road or another place
easily found on a map):
......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
B. If the observation was made in a building, the building was
wooden, made of stone, prefabricated? The approximate age of the building ............
years? On which floor was the observer? ..................................
C. The soil at the observation site is
rock,
compact soil (gravel),
sand,
clay,
swamp, unknown? How thick is the soil layer? ...................
D. Observations
yes no
1. Was the earthquake observed? Time of observation was ....................
2. Were you indoors at the time of the earthquake?
3. Was the earthquake observed only by a few persons?
4. Was the earthquake observed by many persons?
5. Was the earthquake observed by everybody about?
6. Were you awake (stationary) at the time of the earthquake?
7. Were you asleep and awakened?
8. Were you walking?
9. Were you riding a bicycle?
10. Were you in a motor vehicle (car, train)?
11. Was the earthquake slightly frightening?
12. Was the earthquake very frightening?
13. Did people run out of buildings?
14. Did people panic?
15. Were animals restless or frightened?
16. Were animals very frightened?
17. Were animals restless before the earthquake? How many minutes/hours
earlier? .........
18. Was any roar heard?
19. Was ground shaking felt?
20. Was the roar/tremor very weak?
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21. Did the roar/tremor resemble soughing of wind or an oil heater?
22. Did the roar/tremor resemble a light vehicle passing by?
23. Did the roar/tremor resemble thunder, storm or a heavy vehicle passing by?
24. Did the tremor resemble an explosion, collision, a jet plane or a heavy object
whamming inside the building?
25. How many separate jolts did you feel? ...................
26. How long were the intervals between them? ............ ................ ................
27. How long did the jolts last? ..........
.............. ................
28. From which direction did the roar/ tremor come? ........................................
29. Did hanging objects swing (e.g. lamps, paintings)?
30. Did windows / dishes rattle? Did furniture / floors / walls shake?
31. Did the whole house shake? Did doors or windows open /shut? Were light
objects shifted / tipped over / did they fall? Did water or other liquids spill
from containers? Did pendulum clocks stop?
32. Did books fall? Were dishes broken? Was heavy furniture shifted / tipped over?
33. Was plaster cracked? Did small pieces of plaster fall? Was wallpaper split?
34.Were windowpanes broken? Were there cracks in the chimneystacks/walls/
firewalls/ stone foundations? Did stones/tiles/large pieces of plaster fall? Did
water pipes start to leak?
35. Did large cracks appear on stone walls? How long and wide were they?
...................
36. Did parts of buildings collapse?
37. Other damages? .................................................................................................
38. Were there cracks in the show/ice?
39. Were there cracks in the roads/the ground? How long and wide were they?
..................................................................
40. Did ground (such as river banks) collapse?
41. Were the water disturbances (in lakes/ rivers/ the sea)?
42. Was the water level altered in the well?
43. Did any trees break/fall?
44. Any other observations? ...................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................
The respondent: name .................................................................................. tel. ............................
address ............................................................................................................................................
Please return the questionnaire in the enclosed envelope. The postage is covered by the Institute
of Seismology.
Thank you for your time

Institute of Seismology, University of Helsinki
Et. Hesperiankatu 4, 00100 Helsinki 10
Tel. 90-410 566
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8. The questionnaire in use at the Institute of Seismology, University of Helsinki
since 1998
The Institute of Seismology, University of Helsinki, collects information about the
earthquake in Kuusamo in the early hours of 15 September 2000
and kindly asks to fill in this questionnaire and return it in the enclosed envelope at the
earliest convenience. The postage is covered. It is important to fill in items A and D
even if nothing unusual was observed. Please fill in the missing information or underline the suitable alternative.
A. Circumstances of observation
_______________________________________________________________________________
town / municipality
district / village
street address / house

A more precise location, for example the distance and direction to the nearest road, village,
town or another target easily found on a map:
_________________________________________________________________________
The earthquake was observed / was not observed. Time by the clock _____ Duration _____
Only tremor / tremor and sound / only sound / nothing unusual was observed.
If you observed sound, what did it resemble? ____________________________________
During the observation, the respondent was outdoors / in a wooden building / in a stone
building / in a prefabricated building, other, what? ________________________________
The (approximate) age of the building: _______ years. How many floors does it have?
________
On which floor was the respondent? _________________________
The respondent was asleep and not awakened / asleep and awakened / awake and stationary / walking / riding a bicycle / driving a motor vehicle, what? ______________________
The soil type at the observation site is rock / compact soil / gravel / sand / clay / swamp /
unknown. The thickness of the soil layer (if known): ______________________________
B. Observations at the time of the earthquake
1.

Indoors the phenomenon was noticed by only the respondent / a few persons / many
others / everybody about. The number of observers indoors: _____________________

2.

Outdoors the phenomenon was noticed by only the respondent / a few persons / many
others / everybody about. The number of observers outdoors: ____________________

3.

Only the respondent / a few persons / many others / everybody about was awakened
by the earthquake.
PTO

4.

The earthquake frightened nobody / a few persons / many persons / everybody about.
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Hanging objects swung lightly / swung / swung considerably.

The objects were lamps / paintings / flowers / other, what? ________________________
6.

The windows rattled slightly / rattled / rattled considerably.

7.

Dishes and/or glassware rattled slightly / rattled / clattered together.

8.

Light / heavy furniture shook.

9.

Light / heavy objects were shifted / fell.

10. Doors / windows opened /shut.
11. The whole room / building shook slightly / shook / shook considerably.
12. Beams / timber / other wooden parts / furniture creaked or squeaked.
13. Water or other liquids vibrated in containers / were spilled from full containers.
14. Indoors animals were not restless / were restless.
15. Farm animals, also those outdoors, were not restless / were restless.
16. Light / heavy furniture was shifted / tipped over.
17. Cracks appeared in the chimneystack / firewall / walls.
Other damages: ___________________________________________________________
C Additional information about the earthquake
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
D. The respondent: ______________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________ Tel.:___________________
________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for the information!
Institute of Seismology, P.O.B. 26, 00014 University of Helsinki, tel. 09-191 44443

